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Reproduction and Succession: Studies in Anthropology, Law and Society..By Robin
Fox. Pp. 269. (Transaction Publishers, New Brunswick, 1993.) £30.95.

Fox's book is thought provoking and highly readable. It consists of four separate
essays, whose underlying theme focuses on the potential conflicts between kinship
relations and the state. He synthesises material from modern American court cases,
ethnography, and ancient literature to look at the strength of kinship ties and how
such ties may come into conflict with the type of ideology which dominates state
based societies. The general message is that despite the state's attempt to limit the
power of kinship groups, such kinship structures have always been important. Fox
uses social and biological data to look at why this might be so. His ability to integrate
the traditionally separate perspectives of social and biological anthropology is
stimulating. It provides a breath of fresh air to those who are used to the debate being
pitched in the fruitless term of biological explanations versus social ones.

The book is divided into two sections: 'reproduction' and 'succession'. In the
introduction to 'reproduction' Fox discusses the role of the anthropologist in policy
making, in which modern anthropologists have little influence. However, in the
chapters that follow he convincingly shows how a biosocial perspective could
contribute to modern debates regarding an individual's rights to reproduce, and the
structure of the modern family. He does this by discussing two recent court cases, one
concerning the rights of Mormons to practise polygamous marriage, and the other
concerning a surrogate mother who refused to give up her baby at birth.

The first chapter discusses the case of a Mormon police officer who was sacked for
admitting that he had married two women. The officer tried to fight his dismissal by
taking the state government to court. Fox points out that polygamy is one of several
normal human mating patterns, and he argues that there is no intrinsic reason why
it should be any more detrimental to human society than any other, including
monogamy. Much of the chapter is a description of the state court's objections to
polygamy and, although interesting, I felt it would have been valuable if Fox had
extended his anthropological discussion of polygamy to the environments that favour
the practice, and expanded on the deeper reasons for the state's objection to
polygamy, in terms of the formation of powerful kinship groups.

However in the following chapter, Fox brilliantly applies biosocial reasoning to
the issue of parenthood in a world of new reproductive technologies. Specifically he
examines how these technologies can bring the fundamental mother-child relationship
into conflict with the modern commercially dominated ideology which treats the
'contract' as virtually sacrosanct. He focuses on the case of a woman who having
agreed to be a surrogate mother, refuses to keep her side of the contract and give up
her child at birth. Fox argues that much thinking is not sophisticated enough to deal
with these problems rationally, and he brings his wealth of biosocial knowledge to
bear on this issue.

This was the strongest chapter of the book and the most successful in synthesising
the insights of biological and social anthropology. Fox addressed seemingly uncon
nected issues such as the biology of mother-child bonding, and the role of class and
status in our society to produce a thought provoking and far sighted analysis of the
problems raised by the new reproductive technologies. This shows the important
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contribution that biosocial anthropology can make to some of the issues raised by
these new medical technologies.

In the second section, subtitled 'succession', Fox moves away from mating and
reproduction per se and examines the issues of kinship. He provides an illuminating
analysis of the strength of kinship bonds in the plays of ancient Greece, centring on
Sophocles' play 'Antigone' first presented c. 440 BC. He suggests that classicists and
commentators have tended to ignore the importance of kinship in ancient Greek
society. The majority have seen the conflict in the play in individual terms; either as
'men versus women', 'society versus individual', 'living versus dead' or 'men versus
gods'. Fox offers an anthropologically informed translation of 'problem' passages in
the play, and it was exciting to see how biosocial insights can be used to interpret
literature and that literary analysis is not just under the domain of the structural
anthropologists.

In the final chapter, Fox addresses the strong bond that commonlyoccurs between
a mother's brother and her son, known as the institute of the avunculate. This chapter
was impressive for presenting an unusually broadly based discussion of the avuncu
late. Fox presents a balanced discussion of the traditional social anthropological
theories which include the early social evolutionary school, the functionalism of
Radcliffe Brown and Levi Strauss's structuralism. He then revitalises the issue by
discussing various biological perspectives that illuminate the privileged position that
the mother's brother often enjoys.

In the section on the ethological approach Fox adds a unique insight into the issue
of the avunculate. He returns to the strength of the mother-infant bond, contrasting
its universality among mammals with the role of males, which varies between species
and environments. Males other than the genitor can fulfil the nurturing parental role
and Fox argues that whenever the mating bond is weak, but a male is still needed for
the upbringing of the child, then it is natural for the mother's brother to step into that
role.

Fox then examines the evidence of kinship relations in non-human primates and
he describes the complexity of such relationships. He stresses that primate kin
relationships do not necessarily explain patterns of kinship among humans; however
he does argue that the complex patterns of mating and kinship that have evolved in
humans could have developed from elements present in the basic primate repertoire.

Overall, the book is refreshing in that it integrates ideas from traditionally
separate areas of anthropology to illuminate important issues. Fox presents balanced
and fascinating arguments in a clear and highly readable style and demonstrates a gift
for extracting the essence of the issue, integrating different approaches, and offering
the reader a rounded synthesis.
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